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CWSC Developes The Mind •••
WE INTEND TO BLOW IT! ! I I

- "In 1962 we started it•••
In 1973 we're the only ones to have it!"

FREE DELIVERY
925-l 111

925-2222

· 5 P.M. 'til Closing

The 5th

Quarter 925-4444

11-2 HAPPY HOUR EVERYDAY
.

STEIN CLUB
GALLONS TO GO s1so
(Bring Your Own Jug)
KEGS TO GO $18 50 --NO DEPOSITS! ! ! !

New dorm sy~J~l11
~~g_ids:::7: ·~ -·
. ..
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t,,. ,,_..:. •th~ ~ . ~1
:-~ ;
t~ ~l~· ·.• ;-·~:i\ 2 200 t .d . ~ ., Ii . . . '. ;-~-(~ ..~;. 925-SSll
.. . '
Dorm dwe11ers ret urning o ~1
·.' -R OPEN6:45
s1m1ar . meress·.~.o_ , 1ve .. ~nm ey . •
·$ .U ens, · yeoll;, ..;
_-"' ~\ . OPEN&:tSPU .~:"'·,
</· ,.\:•I
C.e ntral this fall will find together. "We see. this.~as~·;in· .: c~mJ>US;_: A.survey~woyears .ago~: .
·
·
00&10 45
that responsibility for decision· . opportunity-to aid the studept on .' revea,ed " -i that·~. nearly ,three- '. .
. ~SGhoEwOsRAGt7E:
OTT
;' . ;'.
Shows At 7:00&9:10
making and enforcement is now · an individual, basis," Wendell fourths of these ·students were
-ERNEST BORGNINE
up to them, as a result of the Hill, director :or . auxiliary_, ser- .. freshmen_and . sophomores ; who .
·"
DUN·w~v
LEE MARVIN
new residenc~ hall system being vices, said. . . ; . ·.... ,_, ,•. .: ... /
are required to live. in ·.college .'
:::. \
ll
· I\ 11 1
initiated this year.
"All kinds ~f~Pe~i~U~iere~t ;: housing. ·.• ·:~(!::~_·' sr~·/t•:~;,~i~:~:tr . '.~_"'· E_
H~ad Residents and Resid.ent groups_ can b.e. acco!llmodat~d if .,.. . The .ne~ ; ~yst~~. ·:~hl~~-~uvi:~
Co-Hit 9:00
Ass~stants, formerly responsible there is sufflClent mterest. "YI e developed . by a .committee:·utili- .
.. ·.siDNa".p(}fftEJ\.,
for uall goverm~e?t, have been want .
~oups togethe.r .. w~o iing input from a . variety of
~
,..
~
replaced by Bmldmg Managers share particular. academic, rec- sources, including residence hall .
h._' .:. ·, ~~UBE~
'· ·
and Living Group Advisors who reational or social interests and · organization at the University of _.:
-cJ••
,.~
will se~ve a~ advisors rather·than go~ls."
~ . , .'·.>\. ......
Oregon and -: Humboldt, . State ··
~h-~ recHN1coLoA•
authority figures.
Hill esti~ated that 50 per' cent College, is expected to save the .·
. .- - - - - - - - - - - - .
Dennis Hamilton, one of the of the student population, appro- . college ·$52,000 a ye~i:.· . ..... 1 •
·Starts Oct. 3
.
• . , ·· , ; 'l r.-1ri,, ~
ENTER THE DRAGON
three Area Coordinators who
will §µpervise the Building
:"
. ..
..:.1 '<. · :3::~·,1 \, _1 1 /~.,:.}. " ·f
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tion of the Head Resident and
·
~~~·eristh~~a~~vi:;s~~:· L11~: office ~·: re rri ain~ cIo:s9'(l ': <·:··<':· .··t
~
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work for the Building Manager,
the two will cooperate on an
equal par."
Establishment of rules and
regulations will be up to the
residents of a particular hall
(within the limits of college
policies). A proposal presently
under consideration would elimi- .
nate the existing Campus Judi- ··
cial Council with the institution ·.
of individual dormitory councils
who would enforce their own
decisions.

The employe 'cutba~k has forced the· campus t6od ~tamp ~ffice to .
remain cl'?sed at this time.·All applications and processing for food~ .'(
stamps must be :made at the Department of SociaJ .~nd Health .,. ~, .
Services, 521 East Mountain View, across .· from. . Zittings . .The'·. ·~r.
phone ~umber is ?25-9835.
.
· . . , '·. .
. ,.·. •
Under new rates established this 'summer. a ~person rnay 'now· ~.
receive up to $38 in food stamps, a raise of two dollars. _. . ~ 1·

l

~-

Empl<iyes at the food stainp offiOO said ttiat they '.expect birge
number of applicants to be processed through ~ the .middle ·of ,1.
October due to the return of Central' students and ,the closure of. ii.
·the campus. office. . \. . ...·.· ·, ;, ·./··'~. t'y\ :.
..
·.. ~ ·~~ :, ' . ···' :~ '·'"* -1
i::t.} '~~ ,,. .~.':~·~'Jt:..-;·f.Jt"'· .. ·-p: f~'";'·· ;"\'1

Ai ea Coordinator Dick Meier
explained, "They wo~ld be expected to work with, rather than
govern or punish the students.
Peer group pressure would be
the main tool for maintaining
order in the dorms."

,"':i'!'"i

. The office will begin processing food .stamp applicants today_at
10 a.m.- Hours are 10 a.m.-noon and 1-3 p.m. weekdays • .i _.,_ '•,!,
' I

• •

r ' ::
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- ~·

~-~ :~.~ :1!:.};;~.~t~·'.. ·~~i;; ;/~.,.~ •~:!.
'';;

. iii

~~,,...

·· ~

Overall responsibility for the
system is shared by Helen Israel,
director of residence-living, and .
James P. Hollister, director of ·
housing. The area coordinators,
Hamilton, Meier and Steve Wall,

:

summed·~up

.,.. .,,\~,.~:::~::~:::;.
:.-,K
·. . 'N
·-··· EE..HI..
":\·
-,.

the reasoning •

behind the new system as "A
philosophy of responsible freedom, the responsibility being on
the students themselves."
A particular goal inherent in
the system is to enable students

~l
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1~~\.· ,;Whi~e ~nd .Fashion· Colo~
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.301 ,5. Main

FREE DELIVERY

i

Or,on~Tyco.ra Nylon

.

are generally responsible for haU

administration in their areas. .
Wall

•
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· Regularly $1.50
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... . , .
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psychology.' ~'. '.!' ·~·, ._,~ · . · .. · · : \-r~f f ::1 havior ~· in ,. reaction ..: to- modern .:

.

by Kris Bradner
·
feature editor
Psychology is '<Jefined as . the ~."~architecture arid ,lir.ban plajming, · ,.;
Magazine headlines pose the · science ·of human 1 be~avi~r .Z and .: child • devel9p_~ent A,.nd,f(IJ!oralf~~r
psychological query: . What do· concerns .much mo~e than :a~aly- ;." ~~nda~ds~· -·... f_:i • ~' •. ~ ,· . "' ·.,:~·
your dreams really mean? What sis and, mental:•,)lln~ss,~·rsaiq ~1'~'";''. Dr: H Streee+~is .J. ·invol\:e<L in .it
kind of personality do you have? ~ Warren R. '.Street'~ Ce.ntr~ ~pr9:"-1:~teaching .· s0Ci.al ·-psychology; · the ·~
Your deep, inner secrets ·are . fesSor' of psych~logy~:J.k~> .:r:':;\>J,.t.;i".±f~.st~dy;}~9ft~e ·behav~o~ ·of indiVi~·9~
revealed! Is mental illness here- ;'.- ·H e· said that current•research ·f,:·duals,·'"· asr'" 1 affected '~. by ~>social·~ '
di~ary? Five steps to a stable ·: is_ delving .. / Jrlto~fph~•iolo~~1;:~iti~~ratj;~ons,~~it~ ,,.fbih~¥,s~~~r·~~.
mmd! Promise~ like these reflect.'~, ps~ch?logy · (ph;ys1c&J;,~n,,ct1<>,~s;-:~..groups~1 an(te,a~~1~g.~e:t~-~~it~,
the current fad1sm and misunder ., ms1d~, the ~y),; ~agre~sl~~~.r~~~ :' an~-;-'): comparat1,y~ ~ · psr,~b9.l~gy;', .·
standing surrounding the field of tions, phy?Jl~ · ~nvir0i1,1D1~~t · !Je~- }~?mparing1~o~~· p~i~s.:;:t ~~tr~;r
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,, -~'· He "added ·that i many.. :people ·.·:
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NBofC has an easier way ·;
to handle::your money. ,.i
Need more leverage to get your finances off tl)e ground?i ~
An NBofC checking accoun~ can help. It provides youi
with a record of all your expenditures; keeps you posted .
on your balance from month to month1 Ask abou~ one.t·
" ·!\· I! ,.

NATIONAL BAN°K OF

,

.."!,;~;:
•

,·: . Another goal is correcting the .,· .

·.

~.. · . popular ·:misunderstanding that~·;~:.' PROFESSOR WARREN R. STREET: "Pay attention to fads ...be

'.-.~.· ·t

,

'-- ·

.'• ~

COM~ER~~ NOC'·

MEMBER F.D.l.C. • ACCOUNTS INSURED TO $20,000 EACH DEPOSITOR.

psychology .is just involved,in the '.. 1.skeptical and patient in finding out the facts and why the claims
treatment of the mentally' ill, as .. :. were made.~><· . ,. : , '·
(PhotobyPaddyB.Cottrell)
he attempts to make studen,t s · .
· · ·,' '
realize it is "only a small ·part ·of· ,: .. ''
the picture." · ·
' ·. ·recognize that his own viewCommunity professionals try
Many people, knowing little of "· point was biased and he based his to keep people seeking help "in
psy~hology, believe Freud to be ~...,s~udies only on neurotic people." the. setting they are surrounded
the supreme authority and base . "Psychology is important by." This availability is changing
,their distrust ofthe field .on h~ t. hecause it helps you to under- the stigma of seeing a "shrink"
+ teachings; ·~ .. ·~' ' 1;..'
· : "'.· ,~ ·~stan.!l that . ·y our own behavior
into seeking help from a qualified
.Dr. Street said that Freud is 1:....,, and that of others, isn't chaotic. person "to talk to, who won't
~important .in . a ,historical sense There are reasons for behaVi.or
gossip to the neighbors and who
·.• because~· he b~ke · down · the " and methods for finding out what ~ can help and offer suggestions,"
~~ assumpyo_n that.~"J)eople alw•x~~jis~~:'!behavior," ")aid · Dr. '. said Dr. Street.
·
:.tact hi a':;rational fashion.~ :.,." ~·: Street~ ·. 'i·etnphasizing .. that "we •r He concluded that "in just
··~: · ·:However; ','y' don't 'think Freud " don't have to rely on hunches, about every field, advances in
'• has niuch v,alidity because the . guesses and superstition any knowledge are developing every
1 ~ methods . he used were all based
more, but can find out in a day, making human behavior less
on his own observation. ~e didn't. reliable fashion ."
of a mystery to all of us."
,

~·.· :.:£

Keg .Party .·:. ~, .....
'

Sunday .30th
2:00

" ·~:

. ··s

. o·

·~,·· ., Unday

. ~ , (A// Yio,, ~nner 10•
... S
"an
. . Pagbett;.. Eat)
. Frencb . Sa/ad..
. . . . . . Bread
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Rent this T.V. •••

The contract price of the Hitachi TWU-72 is
$123.80 which includes a $.2.00 service charge,
and $5.80 WSS Tax. Payments of $8.00 to be
made for twelve ( 12) months. A $20.00 deposit
must be made with the first payment which is
appiied to the full purchase price.

And these aren't cheapo rip-off units either!
The television is a brand new Hitachi TWU-72,an all transistor, solid-state black and
white television with a 12" screen that you can take just about anywhere you please.
When it isn't plugged into the wall, it can be powered from your car's lighter or from an
optional rechargable power pack.
The College Bookstore has only about 35 of these little hummers available on the
exclusive Student Rental-Lease Program.
The cost?
Only $8.00 per month!
And if you rent one for one year (12-months}, we'll give it to you at no ac;lditional
charge! And if you don't want to hassle with the payments next summer, just bring the
set set back to the bookstore and you can continue to make the payments Of you choose)
in the fall precisely where you left off.
And without loss of the payments you've already made.
The calculator on the left is the Datamath TI-2500, a fully portable rechargable
electornic calculator with a ten-digit, eight-key function keyboard with an eight-digit display.

or one of these ·
calculators for 1 year.*~---.
. ....
-~

The TI-2500 performs the functions of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, and constant and chain multipli~ation
and division.
The TI-2500 is available on the student rental-lease program
· for only $8.00 per month for 11-months. * And at the end of the
11-month period, we'll give it to you at no additional charge!
The unit on the right is the Summit SE88M, also a fully portable and rechargable electronic calculator that performs the same
functions as the TI-2500, but also has functions for squaring,
square-root, reciprocal and percentage, and a memory storage
and retrival system.
The SE88M is also available on the exclusive ~tudent rental
lease program for only $12.00 per month. At the end of 11months ---it's yours. At no additional charge.*
The exclusive Student Rental-Lease Program ....
another one of the many services of
*The contract price of the Datamath Tl-2500 is
$107.00 which includes a $2.00 service charge
and $5.00 WSS Tax. Payments of $8.00 to be
made for ten months with a final payment of
$7.00. A $20.00 deposit must be made with the
first payment and is applied to the full purchase
price.

the college'C~

~~bookstore

wJ sell books too!

*The contract price of the Summit SE88M is
$159.50 which includes a $2.00 service charge
and $7.50 WSS Tax. Payments of $12.00 to
be made for ten (10) months with a final payment
of $4.50. A $35.00 deposit must be made with
first payment which is applied to the full purchase
price.

and we'll give it to you~free!
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Lovv enrollment means revenUe loss

A new and far more serious
shortage has hit Central recently, a student shortage. This
could mean a revenue loss of over
$1 million next fall.
The enrollment at Central has
been .steadily dropping since
1971 when a total of 7 ,055
students were enrolled.
The college is hoping for
between 6,000 and 6,200 students
to enroll this week, realizing tliat
it will represent another drop in
Central' s enrollment.
The legislature has reacted to
the trend by passing a bill which,
if passed, would call for a $1.23
million cut in state funds tO
Central next fall. Also singled
out for budget cuts were Western and Eastern Washington
State Colleges.
·
,Although the bill does not
state, its sponsor . repeatedly
stated in committee and on the
house floor that the cut must
come from the college's 06
budget, which covers faculty and
certain staff salaries.
- The million dollar cut is
demonstrative of the 5,650 student total which the legislature
predicts will enroll next year . .
Legislators have defended their
move by saying that the cut is
consistant with the formula
established for setting educational allocations in the past.
Dr. James E. Brooks, college
president, has called that enrollment figure "far too pessimistic
for this college."

FREE DELIVERY·

925-2222,

If enacted, the cut would mean hers were notified of the situathe loss of about 102 faculty and tion at their Sept. U meeting and
15 staff positions next year.
agreed to contact legislators and
Emergency meetings were the governor in an attempt to
called earlier this month to defeat the proposal.
inform faculty and staff personThe consensus of all involved
nel about the recent action of the on campus is that the action by
legislature.
the legislature was too harsh and
The faculty was told that taken too soon.
tenure was also being attacked
Dr. Brooks said that in the
by the legislators through an
amendment reducing the amount · past, Central has been praised by
of time a faculty member must be the legislature for acting respongiven, prior to separation from sibly in meeting problems caused
the college, from one year to six by enrollment drops and that "if
given half a chance," they could
months.
continue
to do so.
Petitions have been drawn up
and signed, calling on the goverHe added that all concerned
nor to veto the measures.
must cooperate fully in finding
The Board of Trustees mem- ways of convincing legislators of

Central's ability to reduce its
budget sensibly and efficiently
without legislative interference.

S. E. "Sid" Flanagan, Central's
local representative in the legislature, said that he and colleague
Frank "Tub" Hanson voted for
the proposed cuts because they
were "consistant with the formula already established."
"The college people were there
before the committee and made
thdr points," said Flanagan, "but
I guess they just didn't convince
the committee. Besides, we're so
damned used to having the
college ask for more than they're
getting."
·
He predicted that the ~ollege

Sears WE'VE

would come before the legislature during its next session to
ask that the cuts be reduced in
severity, but he was unsure
whether or not the arguments
would be sufficient.
Nat Washington, the state
senator from this area, was
vigorously · opposed fo /th~ cuts
and promised that he would
bring the matter up with the
Senate during the session in
January.
He said that although Central
must realize that the drop in
enrollment forces cutbacks to be
made, the size of the reduction
and the timing were unrealistic
in his opinion.

MOVED-

24 Hour Telephone Shopping
l Days AWeek

OUR NEW LOCATION:

505 N. Pearl

CALL:

925-3101
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GOT A PANE? This window washer might have one from lifting
the 20-foot pole unit used to .wash building windows betore the
students arrive~ on campus this week.
(Photo by Smitty)

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
111 East 8th •• 925-9851

--SPECIALS--

1. Open 8-1 o·Mon.-Fri. , 9-10 Sat. -Suni
2. Selling More Used Textbooks
3. Complete Selecti~n of School Art Supplies
4. Book "Buy Back" Counter Open l Days AWeek
5. Plenty of Free Parking
FLEXIBLE
BINDERS
Reg. 98c
Now

REG. 29c
PENS
Now

10c
"IF IT'S .MORE THAN ·
A BOOKSTORE. .IT'S
I

JERROL'S

1000. LP
RECORDS
$299_
$3~9
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Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday - Friday
Saturday
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Monday - Friday
Saturday & Sunday
Monday - Friday
Monday - Friday'
Saturday
Sunday
Monday - Friday
Saturday - Sunday

M
d
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An introductory course in
·
~
public relations will be offered
.
~- this fall as a special topic within
Library
the Mass Media Program (jour8:00 a.m. - 11:30 p.m.
nalism, radio-television), Profes8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
sor Calvin D. Johnson announ9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
ced.
2:q0 p.m:- 11:30 p.m.
"It is. sort of a. trial run to
determine whether this particu-·
Bookstore
lar area of mass communications
9:00 a.m. -7:00 p.m.
should be added to the Mass
1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
M~dia sequence," said Johnson,
1:00 p~m. - 5:00 p.m.
course instructor.
"A knowledge of sound, reSUB
sponsible public relations prac7:30 a~m. - 12:00 a.m.
tices and principles has become
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m.
increasingly essential in our
society," he said.
Cafeteria
"This is true of virtually all
7:30 a.m. -5:30 p.m.
levels of business and governGames Room
ment, plus institutions such as
9:00 a.m. - Midnight
schools, hospitals and the like."
12:00 p.m. -Midnight
- Johnson, whose background
12:00 p.m. - Midnight
includes almost 10 years of
primarily governmental and
Rental Shop
political PR, said his basic
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
motivation in introducing the
11:00 a.m. - Noon
course was to expose students of
broadcast and print journalism
"to some of the advantages and
pitfalls of public relations practices."
"A truly professional public
relations person will be of genuine se'l'vice not only to his organization, but to the public and
that participants will attend both mass media as well," Johnson
sessions.
said. "A poor PR person really
Four specific goals have been serves no one. It is important
set for the workshops:
that the beginning journalist be
To determine the nature of aware of this."
retirement planning programs in
Johnson emphasized that "a
Washington business, govern- knowledge of public relations
ment and community agencies. also is particularly relevant to
To identify sources of interest students such as education and
and support among business and
government leaders for more
effective retirement planning
programs.
THE 5th QUARTER
To consider "model~" of retirement planning programs used in
this nation and abroad.
And: finally, to identify those
areas of retirement planning
program-development to whicli
Central can make a contribution.
The upcoming workshops,
Feb. 25-28 and April 22-25, will
cost participants $39 for each
session. Included will be room
and board on the campus.

Retirement studied
in new workshop
One of every three Americans
will be 65 years of age or older by
the year 2000 and few of them
will have prepared for retirement, a Central professor noted
today . .
Dr~ Elwyn Odell, a political
scientist, said that the increase in
numbers of older persons within
the nation makes attention to
retirement planning imperative.
He has been spotlighting the
problem· through work with a
college-community · retirement
planning workshop la~t spring.
Two additio.nal workshops are
planned at the college in 197 4.
The interrelated, three-day
wqrksliops for about 100 persons
representing business, government and community agencies as
well as· retired persons will be
held in February and April.
Dr. Odell said that it is hoped

course set

business majors."
workings of the mass media,
"In fact," he added, "there are preferably with experience in
few people who could not find some phases of news of public
some value in learning how to affairs, writing for newspapers,
function more effectively with radio and television," Johnson
the many publics with which we said. "A large part of any public
all must deal."
relations
program
involves ·
The introductory course will working directly with the mass
be offered first period on Mon- media."
day, Wednesday and Friday, and
A more advanced course inwill meet in room 314 of the volving work on an actual public
Language and Literature Buil- relations project_ might be
ding.
offered spring quarter. "It will
"Students are expected to depend on what we experience
come to class with better-than- during the fall quarter," Johnson
a verage familiarity with the said.
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Macinko ·returns

/

TOTE THAT BARGE! A little bit of everything
arrives with college students and makes moving

into dorms and
say the least.

Although a goal of environ- Science
Foundation-sponsored
mental educators is to avert institute at Harvard. Dr. Macincrises reactions, the spotlighting ko and a Californian were the
of health dangers is frequent~y only two West Coast participants
the only way to initiate change, a selected.
The institute members heard a
Central professor indicated recently.
number of "outstanding speaDr. George Macinko, director kers" from Eastern universities
of environmental studies, wit- ;md governmental agencies and
nessed such an attention-getting engaged in intensive research on
crisis proposal this summer as a several environmental health
participant in a national environ- projects.
mental health institute.
A compilation of the reports by
As the only Northwesterner in institute members will be publia Harvard University study shed this fall.
program, Dr. Macinko was in
Dr. Macinko, who feels he
Boston when proposals publically gained a greater appreciation for
were aired to drastically control occupational environm'e ntal conautomobile use to combat air cerns, sees an application to his
pollution.
work at Central
from the
Under the proposal, which institute.
drew strong opposition as well as
Whi1 ~ndividual college and
·support, all automobiles in the universuy faculty members have
greater Boston area would be taught environmental-oriented
courses for years, the creation of
tagged with coded stickers.
Under certain atmospheric special environmental education
conditions, only those cars with programs and departments has
certain stickers wquld be allowed come only in recent years, Dr.
on the road.
. Macinko said.
Enforcement would be strict
Unfortunately, Dr. Macinko
and would include such methods suggested, the new emphasis on
as doubled parking fees at environmental study came at a
apartm~nts an experience-to
certain times and outright ban- time of budgetary restrictions
(Photo by Paddy B. Cottrell)
ning at other times.
for higher educatidn and most
While such proposals for programs are underfunded.
metropolitan areas have yet to
be implemented,' they "do make
'people think," Dr. Macinko said.
He reported that most of the
25 participants in tht:: Harvard
institute agreed that some actions such as the Boston plan are
inevitable in this nation.
high cost of starting the project
There were approximately 600
and "bugs" in the system which applicants for the National
have since been worked out. •
Larry Kirkland, director of the
WSU project, said that WSU had
been released from the state
contract because the Western
Fiber firm had indicated that it
did not want t." pick up and .
process paper from the college.
The WSU system uses collection boxes where all office
personnel discard paper. The
filled boxes are .marked and
placed outside offices for transWith Purchase
portation to a central warehouse.
There personnel sort and pack
recyclable paper preparing it for
transportation and reprocessing.
Ranchburger
Ms. Boyett said that the
Central system would essentially
For
be the same as that of WSU, but
would probably rely more
heavily on student help in a:ll
phases of the operation.
If the project is successful, she
said, as much as $1,400 a year in
net, profit could be realized for
the ASC in addition to providing
part-time jobs for students and
At 8th I Walnut
contributing to the conservation
of trees.
Across From Campus

Recycling system works,
Central considers plan
The apparently successful attempt to recycle paper at Washington State University may be
duplicated at Central this year
by the ASC depending on a legal
opinion regarding a· state contract.
Vicky Boyett, ASC administrative assistant, told the Crier last
week that the ASC is attempting
to organize a paper recycling
project on a campus-wide basis.
Before the project can begin,
the college must find out
whether a state-wide contract
with a recycling firm is binding
on the college.
Another recycling firm }\as

Next time you see

someone pOlluting,
point it out.
Don't close your eyes.
Point it out to someone who
can do something about it.

made an un,_ifficialoffer to pay up
to $100 per ton for scrap paper
and used computer cards. If the
state contract is proved not to be
binding on the college, the ASC
hopes to organize a system for
collecting used paper from departments and offices.
They will then store and sort
the paper in a central location
and prepare it for pickup by the
buyer.
The contract in question requires that all surplus and
recycled material from state
agencies or institutions must be
processed through the Western
Fiber Resources Corporation in
Vancouver, Washington, at a
fixed rate.
Unless the exact budget
source from which the surplus
material was purchased can be
identified, all revenue from recycling must go to the state's
general fund.
WSU was able to organize a
recycling project in mid-March
and collected $1,805 worth of
paper .by June.
The project suffered a net loss
of $600 that was attributed to the
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Editor's focus

Year promising
To say that this year promises to be an exciting one might seem
to some to be more of the same old garbage handed out by our
elders at graduation and "your first day on campus" speeches.
But like it or not, the statement rings true this year.
In two months the people of this state will decide whether or not
a 19 year-old will be able to buy a beer.
The student government is once again going to make an all-out
push to bring "big. name ·entertainment" back to the campus,
starting with $10,000 and a precarious new system that hasn't
been figured out yet.
Enrollment has dropped to a level so dangerous that
administrators and faculty members are racking their brains
- trying to figure out how to bring more students to Centr~l, and do
it before next fall.
Tuition will quite possibly be raised by the legislature for all
state colleges and a new: system of student !oans will be initiated.
Taking out loans to pay for .tuition costs may become an almost
universal practice for students.
To sum it up ~olleges are facing a series of obstacles that call for '
competition in bringing in new students. Central is going to have
to get on the bandwagon and start selling itself to high schools and
community colleges.
But before this can be done, this school is going to have to do
some thorough _housecleaning in a number of areas and that's
where we come in.
Every student available is going to have to get involved, 'roll up
the sleeves and help out. Where there is wrong, expose it and .
demand that it be ·made right. Where there is good, let it be
praised for its goodness.
The editors of the Crier promise that we will do all we can to
help in making this a better place to live and learn. We shall strive
to be "loyal adversaries," those quick to criticize but never ceasing
. to be a part of the whole.
We hope that Central students, both old and new, will resist the
temptation to fall into· an apathetic rut that hurts all concerned and
will work with us in making an old dream come true-Central
Washington State University.
-

CfNTl"l
WA~ .. ,,,.c,TO••
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The future 1n
by Smitty
editor-in-chief
.
Although the recent action by the legislature;.
which looks very discouraging to say the least,
may have been ill-timed and unfair, things aren't
really as bad as they look. At least they don't
have to be.
·
To begin with, although Governor Dan might
sign the bill into law, there is plenty of time to
convince the legislators in Olympia that they
were a bit hasty in flattening our wallet.
Nat Washington, a veteran senator of many
years, said that the legislators feel they have
done their job quickly, efficiently and proved
that a mini-session can be effective. Now it is up
to the various schools to prove the uniqueness of
their financial situations.
He seemed to feel that his colleagues would be
responsive to college officials and their
arguments, and that the cuts would probably be
reduced.
Therefore, things might not be so bad from
that angle. B:µt something else might crop up
that could make the budget cuts seem miniscule
in comparison.
It's called cooperation, something that is all
too easy to praise, but sometimes tough to hold
on to when realities start hitting people in the
face.
·
Cooperation was in the air as the faculty
heard the bad news about the budget cuts from
administrators. All concerned seemed to agree
that we will have to stick together and come up
with ways of combating the diabolical move by
the legislature.
No one seemed to mind when Dr. Brooks

asked that the legislature not be hated or
· admonished for acting irrationally, irresponsibly
and with utter disregard for the financial ·
survival of this college.
But how long will these nice feelings last when
the first heads are brought to the chopping
block? I don't. recall hearing anyone ask the
faculty and staff to forgive the administration
and various department heads when they choose
those that will have to leave here next fall.
Will the ousted profs have no ill will towards
their executioners and leave with quiet
accomodation? I fear that it will be too easy to
question why this prof had to go and another
was able to stay. "I've done more than so and so"
could become a dangerously common statement
around her~.
The fear of a falling axe could lead to alliances
being formed, or a casting aside of principles in
favor of not drawing attention to oneself.
I wonder how long it would take before
professors began attempting to enlist student
support as proof of value to the institution.
But this poison can be prevented from
injecting itself into Central's system if we all
band together to confront the legislators with
our situation and, at the same time, work
towards raising the school's enrollment during
winter and spring quarters.
The best advertising we could get is· the
student body itself. Talking up this .school to
friends in home towns will do more towards
getting new students here than all the
brochures in the world could hope to bring in . .
But it will all take cooperation and hard work,
and that's what I'm worried about.
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To the editor:·

Crowd select returns
To the editor:
of yore.
Of all those who are still trying
Such as back in sixty six, when
to graduate after six or eight fun yon writer was but an eager
filled years of trying; it makes no freshman, we were coersed into
difference if you spent your wearing beanies and other wierd
earlier years at some other hats. In -this flashy headgear we
institution of learning (higher or stood upon tables and sang and
lower), if you are still hanging in danced to the upperclassmen as
there trying to get your sheep- they took their lunch.
skin after many years of sweatLater, I thought the only
stained struggle- You are of the reason the hats were worn was
crowd sele_ct.
to make the frosh girls easy to
That is to say that there is spot for the upperclassmen
nothing wrong with sliding "men" as they wished to be
through school in four years Phi called.
Beta Beta or whatever; it is just
Those were the days when
that if one went through school everyone drank beer and a fello~
that quickly he might easily have with a beard was rare, and even
.' • .n.;i.1$§~q·.,spm.e.. 9.{-Jihq~e. d~~M~~sJ:..w..e1-r'~.i3:fe"'" :f~v.i~~.;W}t)l1, Jpng

hair.
But not for long, for in the next
two years came long hair,
hippies, trips to the ·Ave in
Seattle, Ellensburg's big grass
bust, Action for New Democracy
· and resistance work. Suddenly
frosh orientation was' old hat so
to speak, and the only way to tell
a freshman girl from an upperclassman was that you knew the
upperclass girls before.
After that yon writer fell to
traveling and upon returning
found that things as they are now
are quite different but somehow
the same.
Michael Strom
,

...

'<!

,

J.;·J<""""'.1'4-Z.·#'lt <' .;r

returningrstuden~
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Keep them
cards 'n letters
comin' folks

Jail systems raise doubts

The Crier welcomes and encourages letters to the editor
regardless of source or stance on
any issue. Letters should be _
citizens of this county to get typed and limited to 250 words if
involved with and support abo- possible. The Crier reserves the
lishment of all jails and prisons in right to edit all letters for space
this state. By doing so, these and possible Ubelous content.
proposed facilities based in the
respective communities will provide a truer expression of justice
and liberty for all.
Andre Young
Former Student

even though the Washington .. volunteering" services with a
To the editor:
A jail system can often reveal Leg1~.tatUre
established
the civic or social organization.
a ~. t about the moral terpretude work-training release law in
In addition, a jailed person
and attitude of its law-abiding 1965, or to assist in any way could be trained at one of our
toward reorientation into society highly-rated Vocational Schools
citizens.
The administrative regime of of those persons convicted of or employed at some viable job
the Pierce County Jail has misdemeanors and felonies.
providing for their keep or for
Surely for a nation of people, that of their immediate ·tamily.
traditionally failed (or refused) to
provide a medically healthy and who can boast of having sent men
It is a waste for the citizens of
sanitary facility for persons in space-ships as far away as the this community to sulk and to
Milky Way and forlorn mys- continue in their apathy about
incarcerated therein.
During the decade of my . terious terrain of the moon, there the ungodly things that happen
knowledge of the Pierce County should be little difficulty associ- to people in our jails.
Prior to the 1969 Laws of
Jail, there has never been a ated with justly solving our
full-fledged effort to develop a atrocious rising crime epidemic. bAtra Sessions of the Legislature
II~ West Jrdl Alic.
Nevertheless an occasional kil- and House Bill 444 pertaining to ct 2.S .. t- .! 'I "I
work-training release program,
ling, homosexuality, narcotic ad- appellants lodged in state jails, I
diction, suicide, suppression of observed persons being incarreligious expressions (Muslims cerated in isolation in the Pierce
aren't allowed to adhere to their County Jail and others held as
dietary laws), and mistreatment long as two to three years
co~ps
of mentally-ill or other persons is without leaving their place of
only a small portion of the wholt- confinement.
;/
,..;
city-county jail mess.
.I
This kind of treatment has
I know of no reason for the lack been perpetuated by law enforceof a recreational facility being ment personnel's sheer ignoA teacher corps program to available to the imprisoned
prepare
elementary
school (often not convicted) citizens in rance, corrupt authority and hate
for the imprisonerl pe1·son. This
teachers to effectively work with the city and county jails.
is a far cry from the theoretical
disadvantaged students, primaBy law a person can't be balanced scales of Justice.
rily from low-income families, confined to the city or county jail
The community based correcha.:~ been started at Central. The
for more than a year. Even so a tions concept of treating,
two-year program is headed by day of incarceration is too long
(training and not necessarily
Dr. Doug Burron of the Educa- when you, the taxpayer, are
punishing), law violators and
tion Department.
paying an unnecessary bill for a imprisoned citizens in their resTwenty-two interns have bef>n person who could, in approxipective community is to date the
recruited to work in five target mately 80 pr cent of the cases,
best
approach to abolishing our
schools in Yakima. On July 23, be sentenced to cleaning up the
inhumane jails and prisons.
the interns started a six-week numerous parks, va.c ant lots or
I plead to the concerned
preservice orientation program
at Lewis and Clark Jr. High in
Yakima . .
The inte'"rns must have two
years of college or a Bachelor of
Arts and Science degree. Mem410 N. Pearl
925-1233
bers of ethnic minorities are
welcome to apply to work and
study under this program.
Fifty per cent of the intern's
VITAMIN C 1OO's
time is spent in the public
schools, twenty-five per cent in
500 mg
the community working with
REXALL Super Plenamins
service
organizations
and
VITAMIN C 100's
t".V'enty-five per cent in classroom
99
216 tabs
instruction. Interns must live in
250.mg
the community where they work
and be involved in the commuShampoo
nity and its service organizaVITAMINC 100's
FORTIFIED
tions.
dry, normal, and
The advisory board is made of
100
mg
frequent shampooers
representatives from various
groups that formulate policies
CAPSULES
and suggests teacher training
VITAMIN C 250's
and the competencies of a skilled
100 CAPSULES (RED)
teacher. The advisory board
Chewable 100 mg
S7tllS
includes teachers in the Yakima
School District, members of
stick, cream, roll on
Central's education department
and Yakima Education Association and the community itself.
The interns will be divided into
four teams. Each team will have
a team leader who is a teacher
from the Yakima School District
selected on a competitive basis.
The team leaders are freed
from classroom teaching for two
years while they work with the
interns. Team leaders duties -include planning a program for the
interns, evaluating what the
interns need to learn and arranging for the interns to work in
variou ..; ;;;chools in the Yakima
area.
Dr. Burron said he would
welcome inquiries · about the
Teacher Corps program. His
office is Black Hall 21 or phone
I
I
963-2061.
1
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Test dates
announced
for .NTE

Regulation bars
bikers on malls
by Smitty
editor-in-chief
The administration has taken a
position ·on the __controversy between bikers and pedestrians in
the form of a regulation prohibiting the riding of bicycles on the
malls during times of c~ngestion.
The new regulation, ':Part of the
new college traffic regulations,
was signed . into effect this
summer by Dr. Robert Miller,
dean of students, after a· .public
hearing on the proposed rules.
Enforcement of this rule is
uncertain due to the definition of
congestion and an acceptable and
practical method of apprehending violators.
Dr. Miller said that although
he is somewhat pessimistic about
the effectiveness of the new
ruling, he hopes that the students will realize the regulations
intent and cooperate fully by
walk~ng their bikes during times

of walkway congestion.
Roger Ferguson, ASC president, said that students should
cooperate with the administration in this matter. He labeled
those who "whiz through crowds
on their bikes as being the idiots
·
who kiff it for everybody."
Another regulation which will
have a profound effect on campus
biking-is that all violations will be
handled through the county
court in the same manner as
automobile violations.
Beginning now students will
not be required to park in
residence hall parking areas. A
student parking sticker will
-allow parking in any college lot
unless specifically restricted.
Dr. Miller urged all students
planning to have cars and bikes
to study the new regulations.
Copies will be given out with the
traffic stickers.

ON THE CABLE-DJs, like Pete Knittle, will have a larger
listening audience when Central's own radio station KCWS goes
on the local cable system this week. (Photo by Paddy B. Cottrell)
'i'ime-Newsweek-U.S.News & World Report-Psychology Today-Glamour-Skiing
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College seniors preparing to
teach · school may take the
National Teacher Examinations
(NTE) on any of four different
test dates announced by Educational Testing Service (ETS), a
nonprofit, educational organization which prepares and administers this testing program.
New dates for the testing of
prospective teachers are: Nov.
10, Jan. 26, April 6 and July 20.
The tests will be given at nearly
500 · locations throughout the
U.S., ETS said.
Results of the NTE are used
by many large school districts as
one of several factors in the
selection of new teachers
in
several states for certification or
licensing of teachers.
Some colleges also require a
senior preparing to teach to take
the examinations. The school
systems and state departments
of education which use the
examination results are listed in
an NTE leaflet entitled "Score
Users" which may be obtained by
writing to ETS.
On each full day of testing,
prospective· teachers may take
the
Common
Examinations
which measure their professional
preparation and general educational background and an Area
Examination which measures
their mastery of the subject they
expect to teach.
Prospective teachers should
contact the school systems in
which they seek employment, or
their colleges, for specific advice
on which examinations to take
and on which dates they could be
taken.
·
The "Bulletfu of Information
for Candidates" contains a list of,
test centers, and information
about the examinations as well as
a registration form. Copies may
be obtained from college placement officers, school personnel
departments or write directly to
National Teacher Examinations,
Box 911, Educational Testing
Service, Princeton, New Jersey
08540.
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o. -Theatre Crat'bK:ommentary-Modern Bride-McCal ls-Progressive-Ramparts4.~
Hot Rod-Journal-The Village Voice-;Esquire-Ebony-Mo.tor Trend-Essence

PIZZA....

fJ

FREE DELIVERY ·

925-2222

FOR THE BEST
TRY OURS

WATCH FOR SPECIAL PRICES ON BEER,
WINE, AND OUR WELL KNOWN

$10 to $24

112 PRICE ( ON PIZZAS.
VIEW OUR OLD _TIME FLICKS,
COMEDIES, CARTOONS, BOXING.

loPEN

HAPPY HOUR-

A .

9:30to· 10:30 Mon.-Fri.

STUDENT
CHARGE

ACCOUNT

I

FREE POPCORN MON. to SAT. 2-6 4th & Pearl
·Phone 925-201

"A Friendly Place to Shop~'

THE

a

UGLY

BEAR
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Orientation

Areospace p/ans
expanded curriculum .

w ·e dnesday

Registration for classes
· Afternoon .
Dorm volleyball tournament, outside dorms
9p.m.
North Hall-sponsored dance, SUB

•

T'1ur.sday
Registration for classes
Afternoon
Dorm volleyball tournament, outside dorms
7 and9p.m.
ASC Movie, SUB Small Ballroom

Fri:day
Registration for classes
3p.m.
Volleyball championships, Barto Hall lawn

Saturday
11 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce welcome, downtown
11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Chamber of Comerce-served hamburger feed, downtown
Arts and crafts show, NBC Bank
Live entertainment downtown
1:30p.m.
Football, CWSC vs. Southern Oregon, Tomlinson Field
8p.m.
ASC entertainment, concert in McConnell Auditorium

Pollution:
it's acrying shame

Flying clubs, balloon races,
radio controlled model airplanes,
kite flying, sky diving and
homebuilt gliders and gyroplanes
are big at Central, at least in
discussion. None are realities
yet, but returning students plan
to seek college associated extracurricular activities in all of these
aerospace sports.
The Department of Aerospace
Studies does - offer academic
credit courses and flight labs
leading to the FAA Private and
Commercial pilot certificates.
Ground school type courses
are taken on. campus with the
flying training taken at Bowers
Field, the , local ai_rport. Each
flying student pays for flight
instruction and aircraft rental at
the airport.
The department conducts
regular model rocket launches
during the academic year and
interested students can earn the
Washington State Model Rocket
Coordinator's License, either by

civilian, may get challenge space Open House in Peterson
credit for the flight labs and Hall, 8 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 25.
certain pilot-preparation aero- The aerospace faculty will host
the event.
space courses.
Civil Air Patrol to organize
The College provides three
All Civil Air Patrol cadets and
aerospace academic minors, one
in teacher education and one in seniors and all former CAP
members interested in forming~
the arts and sciences.
The AFROTC minor is avai- college campus squadron are
lable for students planning on invited to meet at 8 Thursday
becoming officers in the U.S. Air evening Sept. 37 in Peterson
Hall, room 103. New members'
Force.
Over 35 students are majoring applications will be accepted.
in aerospace in the interdepart- The mission of the CAP is
mental major. Approved majors three-fold: . aerospace education
have the titles aerospace mana- for youth (ages 13-18), search and
gement, airport management rescue nlus Civil Defense assistance .1~1 radio communications
and applied aerospace science.
An Airline Flight Officer during crises or natural disasmajor may be instituted this fall ters. Non-pilots may be trained
through the college's newly- as CAP Observers and fly on
approved
flight
.engineer downed aircraft search.e s.
Those attending the meeting
courses.
Aerospace open house
will be treated to a ride in a CAP
All pilots, aviation students, search airplane.
model rocketeers, kite-flyers and
Inquiries may be directed to
others interested in .aerospace Dr. Lee Fisher, office 963-3264,
sports are invited to an Aero- · home 925-3263.

taking aerospace courses· or by . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..
previous pyrotechnic experience.
Students with an aviation
background, either military or

It's Go-od News· .

Have a Good Year.

I

• •

FROM

I

DOWNTOWN

LONG SLEEVE TURTLES
But does it have to be? Not if
you do something about it. So
the next time you see pollution
point it out to someone who
can do something about it.

WASHABLE ACRYLIC
COLORS
GALORE!

People start pollution.
People can stop it.

Keep America Beautiful t•~
99 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y: 10016

f!WI

#~

Pu~ic

A
Service of This Newspaper &
~~ The Advertising Council

S-M-L

.• .. at the
Don't You Wish You
Were In Our Shoes?
"Tennies"

Converse
Bob Wolf
Jock Purcell's

ONLY

SHOE SOLE~
Corner 5th and Pearl

FREE DELIVERY

925-1111
Ellensburg
Floral Shop

WELCOME BACK
WE SPECIALIZE IN HOME
AND DORM DELIVERY

Flowers
SAY IT

iJ

ALSO SHORT ·sLEEVE MOCK TURTLE AT, $4.90

ALL

CALL 925-5900

~ "F.l owers

For
AU Occasions"

307 N. ·P earl - Ph. 9 25-4149

FOR

BIG.JOHN DRIVE-IN
"Home Of The ~ig John Burger"
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Traffic

Thai exhibit set for Seattle
A selection of the histpric
sculpture of Thailand, lent to the
Seattle Art Museum by the
National Museum of Bangkok
and six other museums in
Thailand and private collectors
will be on view at the museum in
Volunteer Park through Sunday,
Oct. 21.
The project is supported by a
grant from the National Endowment for the Arts, Washington,
D.C.
This is the first major exhibition of the art of Thailand to tour
American museums in eleven
years and concentrates on the art
of the sculpture spanning 1,300
years. The oldest examples date
from the seventh century and of
the 98 pieces in the exhibition

only one has been seen in
America before.
The exhibition includes stone
and bronze religious figures,
small intimate pieces in metal,
stone and wood and numbers of
figures and relief sculpture in
terra-cotta and stucco.
His Majesty King Bhumibol
Adulyadej and Her Majesty
Queen Sirikit of . Thailand have.
consented to act as patrons of the
exhibition.
His Majesty has also agreed to
lend, from his own collection, a
precious bronze image of the
Buddha seated under a seventiered, jeweled parasol which is
part of the regalia of a crown
prince.
New York Times critic John

Canaday, described this exhibition as a "beauty" when it opened
at the Asia House Gallery's.
Writing in Time Magazine critic
Robert Hughes praised the
"Variety and richness" of the
representations of the Buddha as
demonstrated in this "superb
exhibition."
Participants in the selection of
the sculpture for the exhibition
included Dr. Theodore Bowie of
the Department of Art, Indiana
University.
Dr. Bowie was in Seattle to
attend the members' preview
party on Wednesday evening,
Sept. 19 and presented a special
lecture "Realism in Thai Sculpture" on Thursday evening, Sept,
20 in the auditorium of the

Volunteer Park Museum.
A noted authority of the art of
Siam, he also wrote the introduction and acted aseditor for the
catalogue that accompanies the
exhibition.
This catalogue, made possible
by a grant from the Ford Motor
Company Fund, is now available·
at $6.95 at the sales desk in the
museum.
Admission to the exhibition is
" ··.:e to Museum members, $1 for
general public, · 50 cents for
students, children under 12 admitted free.
For additional information and
museum hours call the Seattle
Art Museum- in Volunteer Park,
(206) 325-2000.

deaths

tragic
Last year more than 55,700
Americans lost their lives in
traffic accidents.
This is a reversal of a
downward trend in traffic deaths
reported in 1970 and 1971. In
1971, the traffic fatality toll was
54,000.
In its annual compilation of
street ~nd highway statistics, the
Travelers Insurance Companies
has noted a new problem-the
mixing of drugs and alcohol.
These drugs are not in the
marijuana to heroin range, but
the cold pills, bromides and
tranquilizers, a spokesman said.
A person can be taking such
drugs for several ailments ' and
acquired from a number of
sources. The cumulative effect of
the medication when a cocktail or
two are added is greater than
would be anticipated from any of
the drugs taken singly, the
spokesman added.

Beat the numbers ....
The world's first calculators -that challenge
computers and fit into your pocket.
Are you spending too much time solving problems the old-fashioned way-with slide rule,
ordinary calculator or paper and pencil?
Solve problems in seconds, with. one of the
same calculators used by professionals in your
field-the HP-35 Scientific Pocket Calculator,
the HP-45 Advanced Scientific Pocket Calculater, or the HP-80 Business Pocket Calculator.
Hewlett-Packard calculators give you more power, more accuracy, more storage registers and
more features than ordinary calculators. For
example, the HP-35 gives you up to 10 digit
accuracy, a floating decimal point, and a range
of 200 decades (1Q-99 to 1Q99). The HP-45 also
gives you automatic conversions, offers you a
choice of fixed or scientific notation, and per-

forms register and vector arithmetic. And the
HP-80 is pre-programmed with 3 doze'(l financial
functions.
\
Right now, an HP calculator can help you get
better grades, because it ) ..
• SAVES TIME in solving problems-just press
the keys!
• GUARANTEES ACCURACY for fewer mistakes
• OFFERS COMPUTER-LIKE POWER (no waiting for school machine)
• REPLACES TABLES AND PAPER-AND-PENGIL CALCULATIONS
• OPERATES SILENTLY for use in classroom,
library or dorm
• GOES ANYWHERE (fits in pocket or purse;
weighs but 9 ounces)

It's a spewing smokestack. It's litter in the
streets. It's a river where
fish can't live.
You know what pollution is.
~ But not everyone does.
So the next time you see
pollution, don't close your
eyes to it.
Write a letter. Make a
call. Point it out to someone
who can do something
about it.

People
start pollution.

COME IN TODAY FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION of the complete line of
Hewlett-Packard pocket calculators

People
can stop ii'.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE

i''ii<~ Keep America Beautiful

.BOOKSTORE

"~~!t?"

v: 10016

"'fl

A Public Service of This Ne~paoer &
The Advertising Council ~~

ELLENSBURG, WASH.

FREE DELIVERY

HEWLETT. PACKARD
Sales, service and support in 172 centers in 65 countries

99 Park Avenue, New York, N .

1

925-2222
., ~
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Energy crisis
strikes Central

Young Mark Taylor said it's not very often you
find a puddle in Ellensburg, "only when it rains."
The Ell~nsbur~ boat launcher put his finger on

one of the area's main problems this year. This
weekend's rain was a welcome sight for most.
(Photo by Paddy B. Cottrell)
.

The energy crisis has hit
Central and brought with it some
new guidelines f~r ·electricity
consumption effective immediately.
.
Jim Riffey, college business
manager,_ outlined the new goals
being established by the college
to meet the growing need for
energy conservation in a report
to the Board of Trustees early
this month.
Unneeded lights around 'the
campus are being turned off and
air circulation units and inside
lighting are being reduced to
minimal operating levels.
Riffey said that the college
hopes to reduce outside lighting
by _65 per cen~. inside incandes-_
cent (bulb) lighting by 20 per
cent and inside flourescent
lighting by 10 per cent.
Those living in college.::Owned
housing are being asked to help ·
in conserving energy.
Although only Brooklane Village and part of Student Village
Apartments are using electric
heating, college housing accounted for 18.5 million of the 31
killowatt hours of electricity
used by the college last year.
Students can help, said Riffey,
by doing such things as turning
off unnecessary lights in their

apartments or rooms, keeping
room temperatures consistant
with the governor's recommended 68 degrees and closing
room windows to maximize available heat.
The college is being asked to
contribute to a city-wide reduction in energy consumption of
seven per cent.
Riffey indicated that the
energy crisis is so acute the
college is more concerned with
saving electricity than saving
money.
· Another large user of electricity is the college's clothes
dryers in the various apartment
and dormitory complexes.
Riffey asks that students attempt to remove their clothes
and shut off the dryers when
their clothes are dry instead of
using more drying time than is
needed.
"The college can be a colossal
contributor to. energy conservation," added Riffey.

5th QUARTER

925-4444

·,.,

ATTENTION
are having a
sale
all

Berry's
15 % off
on
young mens,
men~, and jr. womens pants in stock. They want to introduce
you to their new additio.n to the hangup. Now B~rrys offer
a wide selection of pants for guys and gals in cords, knits,
\Novens, or denim, cuffed or uncuffed, to se·e · the latest in
fashion shop Beriys_.
Remember
'

'

Save
15%

thru Saturday
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Uncle Seim wonts you
I should like to remind all 18-year-old men that they still must
register,,
the draft even tho~gh we are no longer drafting
anyone, ll\ck Marquardt, state director of Selective Service said
recently.
."I am c~ncerned that many of the young men in Washington may
fad to registe-' when they reach 18 years of age because they are
un.aware of tht\ir responsibilities to Selective Service," Marquardt

to:

.

c

CATAiOG

. e. atalog'' featured in the
Crier
is· a pot pourri of events
h
a~pemn? on or around campus
which might be of interest to
students, but do not warrant
complete news stories.

New bibliography
service offered

A student working on his
doctorate in history has come up
with a new approach to research
ing term papers and dissertations with the help of computers .
Ron Speyer came up with the
idea while doing research at the
New York Public Library. It took
him over a month to scan card
catalogues and journal indexes to
put together his preliminary
bibliography. It was there he
reasoned that a computer could
do the job much quicker and
more efficiently.
He has since formed the Nexus
Corporation which offers the
services of a computer· in obtaining a bibliography of sources to
use in researching papers on
- certaip. topics in the social
sciences.
Speyer claims that his service
can provide a bibliography 9n
Slade Gorton, state attorney general, will be ·on campus next · any subject by any author in
history, political science and
Wednesday to speak with students and answer questions about
sociology. He draws from a total
consumer protection.
of 350,000 articles published in
After a 9:30 a.m. press conference, Gorton will speak to personal
548 ~journals from 1834 to the
. finance students at 10 a.m. in room 104 of Shaw-Smyser Hall.
present.
At 11 a.m., he will address home economics students in room 204
As operations expand, said
of Michelson Hall. All interested persons are invited to attend both
Speyer, the journal base will be
class sessions.
enlarged to include other social
At noon, Gorton will present a one hour slide show in the SUB
science disciplines.
Pit area, showing scenes from his bicycle trip with his family
Speyer's bibliographies · cost
across the nation.
rud.

'

"An extremely important point that may have been missed in
11._ ~t reporting on the cessation of inductions is that ·the Military
Se.~ective Service Act remains in force," Marql!ardt said.
.The. Act .stat.es tha~ all young men have a continuing legal
obligation to register with Selective Service at age 18. They have
60..days to do this, beginning 30 days before their 18th birthday.
I would urge. the parents and friends of all young men who
reach 18 to remmd them of their legal responsibility to register
with Selective Service," Marquadt said.
"They can register at the nearest local board office or with a
regi~trar of the.Selective Service System who resides i~ the young
mans commumty.
The Washington State Headquarters is located in the Shaw
Buildi?g, Room 300, 19415 Pacific Highway South, Seattle,
Washmgton 98188, telephone (206) 442-4144."

Gorton visit planned

COUPON SPECIAL

$1 OFF "ANY
15" PIZZA
DELIVERED
HOME AN·D DORM

DELIVERY·
SUND.Al-THURSDAY 5 to 1
FRIDAY--SATURDAY 5 to 1
(ONE COUPON PER PIZZA)

Clubs and groups planning
activities should plan well in
advance to fill out a request for
spac~ in the "Catalog." It costs
nothmg.
Simply come to the Crier

from $4 to $7 for 50 sources. For
:. : ther information contact the
Nexus Corporation, . Dept. PR,
Suite 201, Building 3, 3001 Red
Hiss Ave., Costa Mesa, Calif.
92626 or call toll-free (800) 1854-3379.

I

office, SUB 218 and fill out a
"Cata log,.- m
· format·ion form,
telling the time and place of the
event, with a. brief description
and the club or ou s onsori
the affair.
gr p p
ng

Classified ads
Ride wanted
Cle Elum to E-burg weekday
mornings. $40/month. Dave .
Holmquest, Elm view Center, /
968-3729.

KAY'S
PAWN SHOP
WILL BUY, SELL, OR TRADE
ANY VALUABLE ARTICLES

WE FEATURE.

I

I

Typewriters, T. V .'s, Stereos, Musical
~nstrum~nts, Guns, Jewelry, Skiis,

Cameras, Gags, Vacuums, Cleaners,
Metal Detectors, & Tools

413 N. Pearl -- 925-9690

PIZZ4
PIZZA SMORGASBORD
ALL YOU CAN EAT

MON.-FRI.
11 :30 A.M. · 1:30 P.M.

Phone 925-5001

r
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by Bill Whiting
humanities editor
"Arts in Focus," a new addition to the features of the Campus
Crier, will appear weekly and concern itself with the arts and
humanities. Its purpose is to report and represent the student and
his cultural environment. The disciplines covered will be the fine
arts, the performing arts, philosophy, language and literature.
Noted French writer
Dr. Ilda Easterling from the department of foreign language
highlighted the summer session by single handedly bringing to
campus the noted French writer Michel Butor. Butor is one of
France's brightest literary figures of today with an impressive list
of credits behind him.
He came with the impossible assignment of speaking on the
current French literary conditions. However what he did was
trace French literary themes and history from -the world wars
through Jean-Paul Sartre to what is now in France called the New
Novel.
He said concerning contemporary attitudes: "In the beginning
only a few understand what is new. For most people the new is
only the strange."
Great western art and collectables
Central was host over Labor Day Weekend to what was billed as
a western art exhibit. It was highlighted by an auction held at the
Holiday Inn.
The exhibit was the best that has come to Ellensburg in recent
years. However one good showing of western art will not make
Ellensburg the cultural capital of the Northwest.
Along with the exhibit was an antique sale which should be
billed as the biggest rip-off since the state legislature floated their
recent budget.
Certain items appeared phony; such as a two by three foot
Carnegie Hall poster from a Chicago album which was marked as
being a photograph dated between 1890 and 1900. It was priced at

$5.

Odds and ends
The practitioners of the theatrical arts this fall will present:
"The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail," "Rumplestiltskin" and "T~e ~
Taming of the Shrew." ... Those scholars and writers in resident
who published recently from the English department were: Dr.
Frank M. Collins, Richard G. Johnson (twice) and Phillip B.
Garrison .... Any person who can contribute to this section of the
Crier in any form is invited to do so, simply call 963-1026 and
breathe heavily into the phone. . . . Dr. Anthony Canedo, an
accomplished scholar from the University of Washington, has
returned to the staff of the English department after serving as
acting dean of the arts and humanities. . .. Contrary to recent
reports the new Dean of· Arts and Humanities, Dr. John B. .
Housley, is alive and well hiding somewhere on the. third floor of
the Language and Literature Building. Dr. Housley is also a
prQfessor of philosophy and religious studies.

Campus newspaper carries
impressive credentials
editor-in-chief, said that now,
more tha_n ever, the Crier will
need interested students to work
on the staff.
We are presently in the
The weekly publication has a process of setting up a new
circulation of approximately6000 system which will enable us to
students, faculty and staff per- accomplish the entire production
sonnel. For the past two years, of the paper, except for the final
the newspaper has been named photographing and printing, said
as the best college publication in Smithson.
the state by· members of the
Students can work in such
Sigma Delta Chi fraternity of areas as news reporting, copy
professional journalists.
editing, photography, sports
"Smitty"
Smithson, coverage and advertising. ColPhil
Students of journalism get the
op·portuiiity to experience the
realities of producing a newspaper for-> the college with the
existence of the Campus Crier.

lege credit is received for work in
some areas.
Interested students should immediately contact Smithson in
the Crier office, SUB 218, or the
department of journalism in the
Language and Literature Building~

5th QU-ARTER

925-4444

IT'S NEW AT

TACO TIME
IN THE PLAZA

AN ''OLD FASHIONED''
ICE

CR~AM

AND
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ASC ready ·for fall_term
social activities board which will
by Smitty
do the preliminary work toward
editor-in-chief
After a quiet but busy summer booking groups for concerts and.
and a remodeling, the ASC office dances prior to administrative
complex is ready for the start of approval. Interested students
school and asking for student are needed to fill board positions,
added Ferguson.
manpower.
Roger Ferguson, - ASC presiThe ·Political Affairs Commisdent, said that most of the sum- sion, under the leadership . of
mer had been spem; } '~eparing Sandra Robinson, is preparing
for the year and putting together for the upcoming legislative
the student handbook, directory session by planning a voter
and calendar of events.
registration drive next week in
He added that this year he the SUB Pit. PAC volunteers and
hopes to bring big name enter- . members of the League of
tainment back to Central al- Women Voters are manning
though the entertainment bud- tables for the signups.
They are also able to transfer
get was slashed last · year by
almost $10,000. He is presently voting districts for students
working on the formati~n of a wishing to vote in Ellensburg
elections or anywhere else in the
state.
In addition, the PAC is attempting to formulate an individual study program under which
students may work for state
legislators and agencies and

FREE DELIVERY

925-1111

receive college credit. Ms. Robinson said that the groundwork has
already been laid for the new
program and that some students
have signed up to participate.
Perhaps the most important
work done by PAC members is
during the state legislative session when they act as student
lobbyists pushing for action on
various issues and informing
students of the latest developments in Olympia.
Such . matters as tuition increases, collective faculty bargaining and the use of student
activity fees will be. some of .the
"hot" issues this winter, predicted Ms. Robinson.
The Student Tenant Union is .
another hub of activity within
the ASC office. Chairman Jim
Maloney said his office receives
between 10 and 15 complaints
each month from students who
have experienced -unfair treatment by landlords. The purpose

of the office is to investigate neither of which have any
complaints and attempt to re- existing regulations to coyer
solve landlord-tenant differences living standards for existing
or to seek legal aid for the dwellings. Interested students
student. if necessary.
are urged to contact Maloney in
Maloney cited several exam- the ASC office, 963-3622.
ples of unfair treatment by
In addition to these offices, the
landlords, many of which ~ are Student Rights Commission, the
tolerated by tenants due to Resident Hall Council and a
ignorance of the newly passed · multitude of other offices are
landlord-tenant bill.
waiting to offer their services
Sex discrimination, failure to and make good use of interested
return rental deposits, a reluc- students.
tance to make repairs and
invasions of tenant privacy are
i.row CAN ., IMPRESS
some of the more common
violations of the new law accordPEOPLE WITH lHE NEED
ing to Maloney.
TO BE MORE CAREFUL
He is planning to hold three
WITH
FIRE THI
workshops this quarter to inform
tenants in Ellensburg about the
effects of the new law and
possible courses of action should
violations occur.
He is also initiating a campaign
to establish a housing code in
Ellensburg and Kittitas County,

,,

THE
BAND BOX BEAUTY SALON
203 E. 5th

925-2177

AND THE

CAMPUS BEAUTY PARLOR
SHEER STRETCH
·byPANTY HOSE

'l(agsec

925-9595
708 E. 8th
HAVE ALWAYS FEATURED FINE WOMEN'S HAIRCUTTING
AND STYLING,· BUT NOW THEY OFFER THE SAME QUALITY
HAIR CARE IN

MEN'S HAIRCUTTING

A~D

STYLING

Open Early Morning and evenings by appointment

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

FROM THE CROSSROADS RESTAURANT ·

PERFECT
FIT
Petite/ Medium
Fits 4'10" to 5'5"

Medium/Tall
Fits 5'6" and over

Happiness is
the perfect fit you get
from Kayser Happies ...
the sheer stretch panty hose
that also give you
·exquisite sheerness,
looks, wear and outstanding
value. In a wide array
of fa sh ion colors.

One of Ellensburg's newest
and finest restaurants
24 Hour Coffee Shop

THE ROADRUNNER_ ROOM
With Live Entertainment Nightly
Now Featuring:

T-N•T

ROADRUNNER ROOM
BREAKFAST
SERVED
24 HOURS

925-6122
RESTAURANT

925-6121

_1800 Canyon Road
DOWNTOWN

At
South U Interchange of 1-82 I 1-90
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Beat the cost of college
Beating the high costs of a
college education is not as
impossible as it seems, especially
if one knows where to look for
help. One of the primary aids to
students in financial trouble is
the Office of Counseling and
Financial Aid in room 209 of
Bar~e Hall.
John Liboky, director of the
office, said that $638,000 in state
and federal funds has been given
to his office to help needy
students meet educational costs
for the coming academic year.
He stressed the fact that
although most funds for fall
quarter aid to students has been
used up, there 'Will be adequate
funds available for winter and .
spring quarters.
He remarked that although the
deadline for submitting fall quarter applications for financial aid
and confidential financial statements was April l, his office was
able to supply aid to all students
who applied before September 1.
In addition to federally funded

loans, such as the National Direct
Student Loan and state supported tuition waivers, various local
help can be obtained through
Liboky's office.
Short term loans of up to $150
can be made 'With no interest
charged if paid back 'Within one
month.
The college's work study program is making final preparations
for the coming year with over ,
200 students expected to participate.
Under the · program a student

is employed by a business or
college-related department and
paid part-time wages. The
federal government pays 80 per
cent of the student's salary and
the employer pays 20 per cent.
The financial aid office attempts to relate the student's job
with his academic major where
possible.
Another wallet fattener is
student employment handled by
the office. A steady influx of job
listings is posted outside the
office for examination. Further

inquiries about specific jobs are
made in the office. A new federally funded program is being initiated across the
nation which will enable foosh
students to receive up to one half
the projected yearly cost in a
post high school educational institution prior to choosing a
patticular school to attend.
Interested freshmen should
contact the Office of Financial
Aid immediately for further
details about aid for 'Winter. and
spring quarters. Awards will be
based on financial need.
In addition to offering loans,
grants and local scholarships, the

BOATS 303 OFF
TENTS 203 OFF

Youth Catd Sales
Youth Fare nckets
Eurail Passes
Britrail Passes

Z\I T\TiI N1G s

All Airlines Representerl

1

I

office is also ready to assist
students in all' types of financial
matters, said Liboky.
"Many students have never
been on their own before and
simply are not used_to managing
a budget or maintaining a
checking account," he said.
He urged any student with a
question regarding financial affairs to come to the office.
Liboky concluded by saying
that while many students will
never need financial assistance
while in college, "if there is any
possibility whatsoever that you
might need help, by all means
come in and see us."

434 North Sprague

I

500 MT. ~'(IEW, ELLENSBURG

Night school
expands its
class list
A major expansion of Central's
evening class schedule has been
undertaken for the upcoming fall
quarter.
Designed to provide a varied
and flexible program for regular
college students and for members of the public wishing to
study part-time, the evening
courses carry full resident credit.
The courses to be offered in
late afternoon and evening
periods will be taught by Central
faculty members. Subjects to be
covered represent a wide range
of the college's academic disciplines.
Eligibility for the class work
may be based upon three catagories: non-matriculated or parttime students not working toward a specific degree; transient
students regularly enrolled at
other institutions and matriculated students pursueing a degree
program.
Students enrolling in any of
the evening classes may fill out
admission forms and register
during the initial class meeting.
Fees are assessed on the basis
of $15 per quarter credit up to
nine credits. Students registering for more than nine credits
will be charged full college
tuition fees.
Course fees should be paid at
the first class session, preferably
by check or money order.
The topics to be included in the
night school program beginning
with aerospace classes through
anthropology, art, business administration, chemistry, communication, education, English,
Chinese, German and Spanish,
geography, history, home economics, music, philosophy, physical
education,
physics,
political
science, psychology, recreation,
social science, sociology and
special education.
Detailed information about the
course content may be ~obtained
by contacting the office of the
department chairman involved.
General information about the
night school program is available
at Mitchell Hall.

925-3167,

WILD~KITTY

LIVES!
The S.U.B.'S Famous Wild-Kitty Burger makes
makes it's return this year. Un-tamed and still
the wildest, biggest, most delicious burger anywhere. If you've really got an appetite for a
BIG Burger ... The Wild-Kitty>s really your
bag!

ll~lliiiCll~El )S
9

SAlADS 6 .

SlrnDWiiiC~ES
Fantastic and creative salads and deluxe open
face sandwiches are Mickey's specialties. If
you've got a mood for a change from the everyday
sandwich ... this girl's got it all-together for
you.

Rich, ho~e~ade soups that don't taste like
spiceless babyfood are exactly what Nancy's
got cooking in the S.U.B. Cafeteria this fall.
S~mps with flair. Right on!

THERE'S ALWAYS SOMETHIN' GOOD 'ACOOKING.
IN THE SAMUELSON UNION CAFETERIA!

5th QUARTER

925-4444

Watch for our new symbol on all our advertising this year.
When you see it you can be sure something good is happenningl
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'Cats dump Pioneers in thriller
by Rafael Gonzales
sports editor
Saturday, on a rain-soaked
Tomlinson Field, the Wildcats
and John Coen came alive in the
fourth quarter to score twice and
down a tenacious Lewis and
Clark Pioneer squad 14-9 in the
'Cats season opener.
All-American Coen and the
Central offense were slow to get
untracked, but with les&- than 10
minutes left in the hard-fought
contest they scored twice to put
the game away. The first Central
score came wi~h 4:59 left in the
contest when Coen hit senior
tailback Bob Harvey · with a
seven-yard strike t9 finally get
on the scoreboard.
The winning tally came following a 67-yard pass play from
Coen to Mike Halpin, who carried
the ball to the Pioneer sevenyard stripe. Butch Petty carried
the ball to the Pioneer four, and
Coen punched across for the
score with only 51 seconds
showing on the scoreboard clock.
The Pioneers· took an early
lead with only 43 seconds left in
the first quarter when a center
snap on a- punt went awry and
John Kreuger was forced to
concede safety to the Pioneer
defense. The Wildcats then
kicked from their own 20-yard
line to the Pioneer offense.
Following the free kick after
the safety, Pioneer quarterback
Dave Woodmark carried the
visitors tQ the Central ten-yard
line and a first-down situation.
There, the Central defense
stiffened up and pushed the
Pioneers back to the 17 ·where,
on fourth down, the Pioneers
missed a field-goal.
Taking over on their own 20,
the 'Cats were again plagued by
a bogged down offense and could
only get to their own 40 before
giving up the ball on a punt.
The visitors again were stop~
ped by the Central defense and
also punted, but another disaster
struck the 'Cats. On the Central 8
Bob Harvey fielded the 53-yard
kick and ran it back to the 12 but
was hit hard and the ball
squirted loose into the hands of
thP- Pioneers.
Facing a first-down situation
on their own 12, the Central
defense again stiffened and pre-

vented the frustrated Pioneers
from scoring the six points.
On the fourth down, Scott
McCord of the Pioneers attempted a pass to Jerry Warren on a
fake field-goal which was broken
up by Greg Bushaw, and the
'Cats again took over deep in
their own territory.
After Central took over, Coen
engineered , the first sustained
Central drive of the game.
Starting on his own six, Coen
carried the Central squad to the
Lewis and Clark 23. The stocky
Hawaiian threw nine times and
completed four on the drive.
In the third period, neither
team could m01.int a threat as the
defenses of both teams kept the
game between - the 20-yard
markers.
Central took over on their own
24 after the second Pioneer punt
of the period and had moved 21
yards, to ~heir own 45 when
disaster struck the 'Cat offense.
Speedy cornerback Paul Nelson
of the Pioneers picked off an
errant Coen aerial and raced 54
yards for a touchdown. Gary
Daniels' PAT kick put the
Pioneers ahead 9-0.
After taking the kickoff on his
with less than I 0 minutes left in the contest to
ALL-AMERICAN QUARTERBACK John Coen
own four, Chris Montgomery
give the 'Cats the opening game victory.
scored the winning touchdown in the Central
carried the ball 18 yards and put
(Photo by Gonzales)
comeback win over the. Lewis and Clark
the 'Cats ~m the offense on their
Pioneers. Coen generaled two scoring drives
own 22. Again Central was
unable to get untracked and anothe'r first down, this time on kickoff, allowed Lewis and Clark which put the ·ball on the Pioneer
Kreuger pµnted them out of the visitor's two. Forced 'to go to only one first down and then seven with 1:07 left. After Butch trouble.
fourth down, Coen again came forced them to punt from their Petty picked up three hard
On their first play, Woodmark, across with the big play, this own 43. The 37-yard kick rolled yards, Coen burst across for the
the Lewis and Clark quarter- time a pass to Tom Engdahl to dead on the Central 14 and put winning
touchdowp.
back, fumbled the ball and Jim keep the drive alive. Three plays Coen and the 'Cats back in
After the game, coach Tom
Carter, a defensive lineman later, Coen found Harvey in the business with 1:40 left on the ---- Parry commented "Our defense
recovered the ball to give end zone to finally get Central on clock.
played "Yell. We knew our
Central good field position at the the scoreboard, with 4:59 left in
After going to a second and offense was green and that it
visitor's 39.
fifteen, following an intentional needed work, it was no surprise.
. the game.
On the third play in the series,
The Central defense rose to grounding penalty, Coen and
"We were naturally pleased to
however, running back Pat Fit- the occasion, and after the Halpin teamed for a 67-yard gain, come out of it with a win."
terer fumbled and the Pioneers
capitalized on the miscue to bring
the Central drive to a screechip.g
halt.
With less than 10 minutes left
in the game, Kreuger picked off a
Pioneer pass to set the stage for
All-American Coen's first scoring
drive.
· Starting at the · Pioneer 42,
Coen absorbed one nine-yard loss
and then threw three straight
completions, including a 10-yard
strike to Halpin on a fourth and
seven situation to give Central .

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
6 PM KICKO.FF! ! !

HAPPY .HOUR AT THE

5th QUARTER
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THE FABRIC SHOP
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We'll cash your
checks up to

DOWNTOWN ELLENSBURG
WHERE WE HAVE

$251

BEAUTIFU~

100% AMANA WOOLENS
FOR YOUR SEWING
CLASS.ES.

YOUNG DESIGNER
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i~ bookstore

wJ sell books too!
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X-Country
•

•
1s growing
at Central

Entering his fourth year of
competition as the head crosscountry coach at -central, Tom
Lionvale will have four returning
lettermen to build his squad
around in preparation for their
season opener on October 6. The
October 6 meet will be the CWSC
Invitational, the Central runners'
only home meet.
Lionvale expects to have returning lettermen Ken Turner, a
sophomo::-e, and juniors Bob

Tom Lionvale
Johnson, Ken Cameron and Paul
Slichter as a nucleus for his
squad. "We also expect 5 to 10
people to come both as freshmen
and on a transfer basis,". he
noted.
According to Lionvale, the
CWSC Invitational will have
three classifications for teams
entering the meet. There will be
a community college divisio.n,
with North Idaho Junior College
and a first-ever Central JV
competing. Yakima Valley College is listed as a possible entrant
in that division.
The second division will be the
college division. Central;. Oregon
College of Education, another
EvCo school; and Pacific University of Forest Grove, an independent, are expected in that
division.
The final classification will be
the university division. The
University of Montana, a Big Sky
member; Oregon State University, a PAC-8 school; and the
University of Portland, an independent are expected in that
class.
"Cross-country is growing on
the Central campus this year,"
Lionvale stated, "and this year
we are going to field two
classifications every time run.
This is a first-time thing here at
Central, and we are very pleased
to be able to field both a varsity
and JV team for all our meets."
"The fact that we are able to
field two units for our meets will
also be a big help in the sprin_g

CENTRAL RUNNING BACK Bob Harvey, a senior tailback from
Tacoma was one of the workhorses of the Wildcat running game
during the first half of the 14-9 comeback .win. Harvey also
grabbed a Coen aerial with 4:59 left in the ballgame for the first
Central score. He finished the game with 27 yards net gain
running.

with out track program. We wil
have a solid group of middle and
long-distance runners to work
with," he continued.
"Since we have two groups
competing, we will be able to
select the top seven runners
from both units for the EvCo
conference meet and the NAIA
district meet later this year," the
harrier coach concluded.

1973 Football Schedule
September
*22 Lewis and Clark
*29 Southern Oregon (C)
October
6 Eastern Oregon (C)
*13 Portland State
*20 Eastern Washington State
College(C)
27 Oregon Technical Institute

· FORMER ·
ALL-AMERICAN
Sonny Sixkiller was among the
guests at the Central football
game Saturday. Sixkiller was an
All-American quarterback at the
University of Washington under
Husky coach Jim Owens. ·

(C)

November
3 Oregon College of
Education (C)
*10 Western Washington
State College (C)
(Homecoming)
17 Simon Fraser University
*Home Game
(C) EvCo Conference Game
All Games Start at 1:30 p.m.

-MILK HAS SOMETHING FOR
EVERYBODYFARM FRESH GRADE A

MILK 50c

% Gallon

We're looking forward to serving you
at... ·

DRIVE-IN

WINEGARS DAIRY
Just 8 Blocl<-s West of Nicholson Pavilion

419 W. 15th Open 4 pm-l pm Daily

-PUT YOUR -MONEY WHERE YOUR BODY IS.

8ra1Ts lauT111u1

411 N. Pearl

Open Fridars 'til 8
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EvCo fefJms step
info 25th season

Organized in the fall of 1948
the Evergreen Conference (EvCo) will begin its 25th consecutive year of intercollegiate athletic competition.
EvCo has . a reputation for
being one of the toughest small-college circuits 'on .the Pacific
.
.
Coast with its stven member
d
. ~,
h
001 1
t
.s oca ed m vregon an
sc
Washmgton. EvCo 1raws •ttop
d
a thl e t es from a11 over e U m e
Sta t es an d wes t ern C na d a.
This year, the seven member
schools of the conference will be
Central, Eastern, Western, Eastern Oregon College, Oregon
College of Education, Oregon
Technical Institute and Southern
Oregon College.

ri

Officially known as the Evergreen Inter-Collegiatt Conference, the EvCo is the outgrowth
of the six-team Washington
Inter-Collegiate
Conference,
which was later disbanded in

favor of the present organizaton.
Central was a charter member
of the league along with Western, Eastern, the University of
Puget Sound, Pacific Lutheran
. Univ~rsity, Whitwo~th a.nd St.
M~r~m's. The. Umvers1ty of
British Columbia l~ter e~tered
the league on a trial basis but
· mem b ers h'1p m
·
w1'thd rew th e1r
1958. With the outbreak of the
K orean War, St . Mar t•m•s d rop· footha 11 program an d
pe d th e1r
. mem
·
bers h"1p m
. w1'thd rew th e1r
the conference.
In the spring of 1964 the
league lost the membership of
Pacific Lutheran as the coast
school announced its withdrawal
from the EvCo in favor of the
Northwest Conference. ·
The University of Puget Sound
eventually followed ·suit and
joined the Northwest Conference
leaving EvCo in January of 1967.
In the fall of 1970 the four
Oregon schools now in the
conference joined the league and
boosted the membership in the
circuit to eight schools.

In the fall of 1971 Whitworth
· dropped out of the league to
bring the EvCo· to its present
seven-school membership.
The EvCo offers varsity competition in ten sports. These
sports include: football, baseball,
basketball, track, tennis, gymnastics, swimming, cross-country
running and golf.

Simple,
straight-forward,
classic-out of step
with today's
throwaway culture.
Refillable cartridge,
ballpoint or fiber tip
marker in basic tan
or navy blue.
$1.98: not bad for a pen
you may use the
rest of your life.

MEETING OF THE MINDS-Head coach Tom Parry and All-American John Coen conferred on
what to do next during Saturday's game. Parry is beginning his eighth season as head coach and has
•tough act to follow. Last year's squad rambled to a 9-1 record to tie the school record for most wins
in a single season, and win the EvCo football title. Parry-coached clubs also won the title in 1968 and
1970. Parry was honored as NAIA District I Coach of the Year in 1966, 1968 and 1970. Since he took
the reins in 1966, he has guided Central football teams to a 45-31-2 mark.

No aduitional cost for this telephone

Charge your long distance
telephone calls
College regulations prohibit billing long distonce calls to residence
hall telephone numbers. But - with a special billing number card
you CAN charge calls when using dorm phones, and head off a
hassle, too.
·

$198

Visit the Ellensburg
Telephone Company business
office to obtain your Special
Billing Number Card.

Office Hours:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 ·p.m.
Monday - Friday

Admission
charged
An admission charge to Central' s athletic events will be
ievied against college students
for the first time this fall, Adrian
Beamer, Central athletic director, reported.
In addition a small increase in
ticket prices for college football
games will be charged for college
faculty and staff members and
the general public.
Athletic program budget restrictions have necessitated the
ticket price increases and student admission charges, he said.
Similar actions have been
taken at other Northwest colleges where budget cutbacks
have been imposed.
The Joint Student -Fees Committee and ASC had recommended the increase for student
admissions.
Public admission tickets for
football and basketball games at
Central will be $2 for adults, $1
for public school students with
student body cards and 50 cents
for children under 12.
Students may purchase fall
quarter athletic passes for $3.50
which will admit them to all
games. Students without passes
will have to pay $1 per game.
Family . athletic passes for
college faculty and staff will cost
$14 per year. Single faculty
members may purchase a year's
ticket for $10. These will be on
sale in the college business office.
Public admission charges for
college wrestling matches also
will be imposed but at a reduced
rate. Adult tickets will be $1.5Q,
students $1 and children under
12, 50 cents.
·
.

FREE DELIVERY
SllfAHf.R , WORLD-WIDE. A textronl COMPANY

925-1111

Football ·kicks off
MIA activities
The Men's Intramural Association (MIA), once again under
the leadership of John Gregor,
plans 10 activities for the 1973-74
school year with the activities
slated to commence Wednesday,
October 10.
According to the director, the
MIA will open up the fall with
touch football. Volleyball... and
handball doubles will be . the
other fall quarter intramural
offerings.
Winter quarter sports will be
basketb:tll, wrestling, swimming
and handball singles.
Spring quarter will bring
softball, track, tennis and golf to
the MIA activity slate.
MIA activities are open to any
male student enrolled full time at
Central. Junior college transfers
who have lettered in a varsity
sport are also eligible to participate immediately in any and all
MIA activities.
Men who have lettered in avarsity sport at a four-year
' institution must sit out one
calendar year before participating in the activity in which they
received their varsity award. All
other activities are open at any
time.
"Students at Central are very
fol'~unate to have such fine
facilities. We have one of the
better programs at any college in
the northwest. Some of the
larger four-year institutions,
such as the University of
Washington, have a larger
numerical participation, but we
will . have as large or larger a
participation percentage wise,"
Gregor commented. "Also, the
University received a new intramural building last year which

Got a
gripe?

call the
Crier
963-1026

certainly adds to their program."
'.'Our participation decreased
some last year, due to the lower
enrollment, but participation in
the program has doubled in the
last. three years."
Football, basketball and softball are the most popular MIA
activities offered according to
the MIA chief.
Officials for · the upcoming
football season are able to sign
up in the MIA office in Nicholson
Pavilion. Football team entry
blanks are also available. The
forms are to be back to the MIA
office by Monday, October 8,
according to Gregor. Rule sheets
for football are also available in
the MIA office.
"At least 60 to 70 per cent of
the men at Central participate in
one intramural activity or
another during the time they are
here at Central," concluded
Gregor.

Central
fifth ·.
in NAIA

It Was announced earlier this
year by a spokesman for the
National Association of Intercollegiate Athldics (NAIA) that
Central, the N AIA Area I
All-Sports Champions, finished
the 1972-73 sports year with a
fifth-place ranking in the national
standings.
The spoke~man announced
that Central had accumulated
121 1/2 points in 16 national
championship events during the
1972-73 sports year on their way
to the national rating.
U.S. International University
of San Diego, Calif., garnered
the All-Sports National Championship with 157 1/2 accumulated
total points. Eastern New
Mexico University, Portales,
N.M., finished in the second place
spot, one-half point behind the
San Diego school.
Southern Oregon
college,
which amassed 77 1/2 total points,
finished a distant second in the
Area I of the N AIA.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS TO C. W.S.C.
and
TO ELLENSBURG'S FAVORITE

BEER
SAME LOW PRICES PRICES AS
(AST YEAR!!!

CASCADE BEVERAGE CO.
E-BURG

Our $450 Advent, Sherwood,
Dual system: a good buy
on a good value.
Many stores (including
warehouses!) that sell
stereo equipment feature
stereo systems that consist
of a well-known, standard
brand of receiver, record
changer, and cartridge.
The speakers bear a name
that is less familiar; or, if
a "name" brand, they are
that manufacturer's "promotional" (low cost, high
list price) speakers. What
you usually pay for the ·
package is equivalent to
the list price of the
receiver and the changer.
You get the speakers essentially for "free".
Does that mean such a package is a GOOD VALUE?
In most cases it's not. The
reason you pay so little for
the speakers is that usually the dealer pays so little
for the speakers. Not bad .
idea, if it were possible to
get good speakers for next
to nothing-but frankly, in
our experience, it is not
possible. And if you don't
get good speakers it
doesn't much matter how
good the other components
are.

a

On the other hand,·our Advent/Sherwood/Dual/ADC
system is unquestionably a
good value:
The
Smaller
Advent
loudspeaker has greater
frequency response and
freedom from distortion
than do many far more
expenSive speakers. It pro- ·
vides the final, lowest octave· of bass offered by
only a handful of the most
expensive speakers-and
by none costing near its
price of $72.50.
The S7100A FM/AM stereo
.receiver delivers substantially more clean, undistorted power ihan most
receivers higher in price
were able to offer as little
as a year ago: 54 watts
RMS across the en tire
audio range, at less than
0.9%distortion (RMS is the
most demanding and the
least flashy of the various
power rating methods).
To match the value of the
Smaller Advents and the
Sherwood receiver, we
recommend the Dual 1214
automatic turntable with
an ADC 250XE elliptical

stereo cartridge. It has a
well balanced platter for
good speed stability and a
quiet (synchronous) motor
for low wow, flutter and
rumble. The ADC cartridge tracks at a record-saving 1';2 grams, and comes
with a diamond stylus.
The total of the regular
selling prices of these components is $547.90. At that'
price the system is a good
value, because ii offers
souncf performance and
relia. ·.ty . worth every
penny, given what else you
could spend that amount of
money on.
But we want our good
value system to be a good
buy too, so if you buy the
complete system from us,
we'll charge you $454.50.
That's a saving of $93.40:
not a huge saving, but a
real one.
So if you have about $450 to
spend on a stereo system,
we think you· can't get a
better return on your investment than our Advent/
Sherwood I Dual I AD£ system. Please stop by to see
and hear why.

Sl-iERWOOD
AUDIO DYNAMICS CORPORATION r:lll

-

408 N. Pearl
ADVENT · ~ ·

Plme

Linear · Kenwood : Hannon Kanlon · Marantz · Shetwood · ~ · ~oe · Alili!E · Dml

Garranl · Thorem · Rabco · lnfin~ · Shure · ADC .· 8 & 0 · Tantlie~ · lfAC · Sansui · Solff .· ~imrscope

Decca · Stax · ~mtion · Senn · Mclm · BB.

. Disc Preener

Low noise cassettes

5

List 4.50

Special

Maxell C-60

~.99

With Coupor.
Good thru Oct. 5

List 52.25

Special $1.15
Umit8
With Coupon
Expires Oct. 5

ADC 250 XE

Cartridge
Reg. 5 59.00

Special

~.95

With Coupon
Expires Oct. 5

-
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"If we ever got this
hung-up in red tape •••
...we'd -quit!"
Denny Hamilton
Lower Campus Area C~ordinator

.

(\ d

Steve Wa~I
Upper Campus Area Coordinator

{'~ \

I\I ~U
• '\
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Managers to find new ways of making your trip here a good one.
And without a lot of red-tape!
If you need some help getting something done, We're confident
these three gentlemen will be able to assist you in whatever way
they can. In whatever way you might need assistance.
Whether it's helping you and some friends put together a new
living group or finding you a single room. Or helping you get together a week-end outing. Or planning a campus volleyball tourney.

Or any one of a
thousand other things.
They won't do all the work for you.
But if you need some help accomplishing somethi.Ilg, that's
what these three guys are all about.
Helping.
Denny, Dick, and Steve really believe that people.are a lot more
important than procedure.
You'll never see them so wrapped up in red-tape not to have
time to help.
We'd like you to get to know them.
They'd like to get to know you.
Houltl&

•

